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DESCRIPTION OF EXPO WATCH CAMERA 

AND ENLARGER 

Fig. t.-Expo Watch Camera, View- Finder attached (actual weight three 
ounces) . No.1, (Fig. 1) Indicator '\Vindow; 5, Fihll-willdillg key; 10, steIn con
taining lens. 

Fig. 2.-Expo Film Holder or Spool, containing film for 25 Exposures. 

Fig. 3.- CAMERA with cover off and film spool in position. No.7. (Fig. 3) 
cap, covering lens-hole in stem. to be removed in taking pictures; 10, stem. 
8. lug attached to shutter to be drawn back along slot on side of camera to I or 
T, in making time or instantalleous exposures; II, push button releasing shutter. 

Fig. 4.-Expo Enlar2"er closed ready for enlarging. 

Fig. 5.-Expo Enlarger open. Nos. 1 and 7 Covers. attached to body of 
Enlarger with hooks; 2, spring frame holding negative in place; 3, catch,lock
ing spring ffallle; 4 and 5, glass pieces between which negative is placed; 6, 
body of Enlarger; 8, position for bromide paper; IG, shutter rod to be drawn 
out in making enlargetnent. (OVER) 



To begin with, the fact that the New York Herald and other leading newspapers have 
their reporters equipped with Expo Watch Cameras, is proof conclusive that this 
camera wonder is highly practical and not a toy. 
In addition to th is, every camera is sold under a positive guarantee. 
Think of a calnera that weighs but three ounce~, that looks exactly like and takes 

110 luore room in the vest pocket than an ordinary watch; that loads in daylight with fihll 
for 25 perfect little pictures, :¥s x raj that has time and instantaneous shutter, and. in 
short, nearly everything a big and expensive canlera has, except clumsiness, and you get 
some idea of the Expo Watch Camera. 

Think of the many occasions presented to take a picture if one had a camera con
venient, and a picture could be taken without attracting attention. 

Now, the Expo is just as convenient, as a watch, which it resembles so closely that 
ninety-nine out of one hundred would think one were noting the time ou ones watch , 
iustead of taking an Expo picture. 

At the Yacht Races at Put-ill Bay, on July 26th, 1905, the Toledo. Ohio, Blade, one of 
the leading Ohio dailies, scored the biggest newspaper beat in its history with the aid of 
the Expo, and gave the matter a two colUlnn article in its issue of the satue date. 

Toadd to the practicability of the Expo Watch Camera, the Expo Enlarger, a new 
and novel contrivance, that will enlarge Expo pictures in the simplest possible Inanner 
up to 2 x 3 size, has been devised. 

EXPO WATCH CAMERA, guaranteed to do practical work,: : $2.50 PRICES EXPO ENLARGER, 1.50 
EXPO VIEW FINDER, . .: : .50 
Film Spools-Don 't forget fi11n spools when orderingcalnera-each,extra, .20 

Eastman high-grade film is used on all Expo spools. 
Por sale by -
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